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About JetBrains
JetBrains is a technology-leading software development company 
specializing in the creation of intelligent, productivity-enhancing software. 
It maintains its headquarters in Prague, Czech Republic, with its Research & 
Development labs located in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Novosibirsk, Munich, 
Amsterdam and Boston, and its sales departments operating from Czech 
Republic (Prague) and North America (US East Coast: Marlton, NJ; US West 
Coast: Foster City, CA).

JetBrains, initially called IntelliJ Software, was founded in 2000 by three 
seasoned software engineers. Today, JetBrains is a world-recognized 
software tools vendor with a portfolio of more than 20 products targeting 
various technologies and markets. It employs more than 1200 people all 
around the world and is organically grown, with no external funding. Its 
product catalogue includes award-winning tools such as IntelliJ IDEA 
and ReSharper, and its IntelliJ Platform has been chosen by a variety of 
companies to build their own tooling on, including Google’s Android Studio.

At JetBrains, code is our passion. For over 20 years we have strived to 
make the strongest, most effective developer tools on earth. By automating 
routine checks and corrections, our tools speed up production, freeing 
developers to grow, discover and create.

JetBrains Mission
We make professional software development a more productive 
and enjoyable experience. We help developers work faster by automating 
common, repetitive tasks, so they can stay focused on code design and 
the big picture.

We provide tools to explore and familiarize with code bases faster. 
Our products make it easy for you to take care of quality during all stages 
of development and spend less time on maintenance tasks.



JetBrains facts
- Founded in February 2000
- Funding: private
- Year-to-Year revenue growth: 40-60%
- CEO: Maxim Shafirov
- Headquarters: JetBrains s.r.o. in Prague, Czech Republic
- Employees: 1200+
- 8M+ users trust JetBrains tools, and 100K join every month
- 418 Fortune 500 (95 Fortune 100) companies use JetBrains tools
- 452,866 active paying customers in 2019
- More than 450,000 students enjoy JetBrains tools  
for free during their studies

- 8,000+ universities use JetBrains classroom licenses  
(incl. TOP 100 Shanghai Ranking)

- Kotlin, the JetBrains-developed programming language targeting the JVM, 
Android and the browser, was officially supported by Google as a first-
class language for Android development in May 2017. 
It has been tried by more than 4,000,000+ developers from  
all around the world.

 
Timeline
2001: IntelliJ IDEA launched; Prague office opened

2002: St. Petersburg office opened

2003: Boston office opened

2004: ReSharper launched

2005: dotTrace launched

2006: TeamCity launched

2008: RubyMine launched

2009: MPS and YouTrack launched; Moscow office opened

2010: WebStorm, PhpStorm, PyCharm, and dotCover launched

2011: dotPeek and AppCode launched; Munich office opened

2012: Kotlin launched

2014: dotMemory, Upsource, and PyCharm Edu launched

2015: ReSharper C++, CLion, DataGrip and Hub launched;  
          JetBrains Americas offices in Foster City and Marlton opened

2016: Rider launched; Novosibirsk office opened

2017: GoLand launched

2018: Datalore and Marketplace launched

2019: Space, JetBrains Academy and IntelliJ IDEA Edu launched;  
          Amsterdam office opened

jetbrains.com



Team
Talented, dedicated, born to code – we enjoy writing clean, quality  
code and delivering great software as much as your developers do.

We trust that giving people the freedom to do what they want brings out 
the best in them. And every problem that arises should be viewed as a new 
challenge, an opportunity to improve, a chance to innovate. Each person 
has their own drive and ambitions, but we asked each and every one, 
what makes JetBrains special for them. Most frequently used terms were 
Authenticity, Independence, Learning, and Fun.

Products

IDEs

IntelliJ IDEA  
the most intelligent 
Java IDE

PyCharm  
Python &  
Django IDE

PhpStorm  
PHP IDE

RubyMine 
Ruby and  
Rails IDE

WebStorm  
JavaScript IDE

CLion  
C/C++ IDE

AppCode  
IDE for  
iOS/OS X dev

DataGrip  
SQL IDE

GoLand  
up-and-coming  
Go IDE

Datalore 
web application  
for data analysis

.NET Tools

ReSharper  
the leading Visual Studio  
productivity tool

ReSharper C++ 
Visual Studio  
extension for C++ 
developers

Rider  
standalone  
cross-platform  
.NET IDE

dotTrace 
.NET  
performance  
profiler

dotCover  
.NET unit test runner 
and code coverage tool

dotMemory  
.NET memory profiler

dotPeek  
free .NET decompiler

Languages

Kotlin  
statically typed 
programming language 
for the JVM, Android 
and the browser

MPS  
DSL development  
environment 

Team Tools

Space  
the integrated  
team environment

TeamCity  
continuous integration 
and deployment server

YouTrack  
issue tracking  
and agile project  
management tool

Upsource  
code review tool  
and repository browser

Hub  
connecting  
YouTrack, TeamCity,  
and Upsource 
 
 
 
 
 

Educational 
tools

JetBrains Academy  
Learn programming 
by creating working 
applications

Educational IDEs  
IntelliJ IDEA Edu 
and PyCharm Edu,  
free to use and support 
Kotlin, Java, Python, 
JavaScript, Rust, C/C++, 
Scala, and Go 
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Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and / or its affiliates.  
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

Industry recognition
Many of the world’s most dynamic companies and individuals find JetBrains 
tools make them more creative and effective. Over 8,000,000 developers 
already use our products, and 100,000 join every month. JetBrains 
developer tools are trusted by Salesforce, Citibank, Twitter, HewlettPackard, 
Toyota, NASA, and 300,000 other companies worldwide, including 418 
on the Fortune 500 list. Our products have been honored with over 80 
international industry awards including:

– JetBrains, the best Software Company in Top 100 Software Companies 
2019.

– IntelliJ IDEA, the best Innovation in Coding Tools Award in 2019
– ReSharper, our Visual Studio productivity tool, is a 6-time winner of Visual 

Studio Magazine Reader’s Choice Award.
– PhpStorm, the PHP IDE, was named a winner of InfoWorld’s 2016 

Technology of the Year Award.

“Most of our engineers do not get any errors at all during compiling 
because IntelliJ IDEA catches them all during editing. The time we save 
is remarkable.”  
– Ken Watts,  
  VP Platform Engineering, Documentum

“ReSharper is a requirement from my side; I don’t want to open up 
Visual Studio without it enabled.”  
– Filip Ekberg,  
  Software Engineer, Star Republic

“We have tested YouTrack extensively and we are convinced that it is a very 
stable and consistent product.”  
– Marvin Burman,  
  Project Manager, UI-Check

Contacts

jetbrains.com

instagram.com/jetbrains

linkedin.com/company/jetbrains

facebook.com/jetbrains

@jetbrains

Headquarters  
and International Sales

sales@jetbrains.com

JetBrains s.r.o. 
Na hřebenech II 1718/10, 
14000 Prague 4,  
Czech Republic

Tel: +420 241 72 2501 
Fax: +420 241 722 540

 
Americas Sales

sales.us@jetbrains.com

East Coast 
10 Lake Center Dr #203, 
Marlton,  
NJ 08053, USA

Tel: +1 609 714 7883 
Fax: +1 866 838 6784

 
West Coast 
989 East Hillsdale Blvd. 
Suite 200 Foster City,  
CA 94404, USA

Tel: +1 888 672 1076 
Fax: +1 866 838 6784
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